Youth Movement Demands
Legislatures Bring in LaRouche

Delegations from the LaRouche Youth Movement are sweeping state capitals to demand that Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche's solutions to the states' fiscal and economic crises be put into effect. Since December, the youth have "invaded" legislative offices for meetings in Sacramento, Lansing, Harrisburg, Richmond, Annapolis, Olympia, Trenton, and Austin. Above: Youth rally and leaflet legislators in Annapolis, Md. Below: Rallies at State Houses in Harrisburg, Pa. (left) and Sacramento, Cal. (right).
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to harvest the rainwater, and transfer surplus water from water-surplus river basins to water-short river ones.

India-China Cooperation

LaRouche also called for India-China collaboration on a long-term basis to develop and interlink their infrastructure. Both countries have developed the entire nuclear fuel cycle, and are producing small-size nuclear reactors for generation of commercial power. A collaboration in this area, to expedite large-scale manufacture of nuclear reactors for internal use, will help both nations meet their growing electric power requirements.

He made it clear that Europe is increasingly dependent on the development of the Asian economy, in which China and India are the two dominant members. This is why the Europeans are showing increasing eagerness to share technologies with both China and India, as evidenced by the recent success of China in building the first commercial maglev transportation system, running from Shanghai to the Shanghai Airport, using German technology.

It also became evident to Mr. LaRouche during his visit, that although poverty is crippling a very large section of the population, and criminalizing the poor, the Indian leadership has not implemented the necessary developmental measures which would reverse this process.